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In this paper, we present an Arabic handwriting synthesis system. Two concatenation models to
synthesize Arabic words from segmented characters are adopted: Extended-Glyphs connection and
Synthetic-Extensions connection. We use our system to synthesize handwriting from a collected dataset
and inject it into an expanded dataset. We experiment by training a state-of-the-art Arabic handwriting
recognition system on the collected dataset, as well as on the expanded dataset, and test it on the IFN/
ENIT Arabic benchmark dataset. We show signiﬁcant improvement in recognition performance due to
the data that was synthesized by our system.
& 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Handwriting recognition is an active area where researchers
are trying various approaches to increase recognition rates [1].
Researchers agree that expanding the training set of a text
recognition system is generally beneﬁcial to recognition rates.
However, conventional ways of collecting datasets can be timeconsuming and may incur a lot of effort, especially for groundtruthing. Hence, researchers proposed the use of synthesized data
in expanding training sets of recognition systems [2–6].
Handwriting synthesis refers to the computer generation of
online and ofﬂine data that resemble human handwriting. It is a
reverse process for handwriting recognition as it transforms input
text into image samples, whereas recognition maps handwritten
samples into digital text.
Handwriting synthesis has become a topic of rapidly increasing
interest because of its applications such as the improvement of
text recognition systems (in terms of overall performance [2,7],
stability [8,9], and speed [10,11]), personalized fonts [12,13], and
forgery detection [14,15]. Depending on the application, synthesis
methods and their corresponding evaluation methods vary. Personalized fonts, for example, aim at capturing the style of a
particular writer and tend to be evaluated subjectively. Whereas
synthesized data for text recognition may aim at maximizing style
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variability within natural limits [3,16,17] and its evaluation is
mainly tied to recognition rates.
Handwriting synthesis encompasses generation and concatenation operations [18,19]. Handwriting generation operations alter
samples of handwriting to increase their shape-variability within
some closed-vocabulary. Concatenation operations, in contrast, aim
at the compilation of new units of vocabulary, such as words, from a
smaller pool of basic samples, such as characters. Handwriting
generation can be seen as the inverse operation of preprocessing in
a text recognition system whereas handwriting concatenation can
be regarded as the inverse operation of segmentation.
Synthesized data can improve systems that have deﬁciencies in
their text segmentation accuracy, their recognition features and
classiﬁers, or in the variability of their training data. One advantage of this approach is that it functions on the data level which is
system-independent.
Arabic is a widely used language and the Arabic script is used in
other languages as well like Urdu and Persian [20]. In Arabic, most
characters must connect to their successor within a word. These
characters take one of four character-shapes: Beginning (B),
Middle (M), Ending (E), and Alone (A); the few characters that
do not connect to their successors can only take the (E) or (A)
character-shapes. These characters cause Arabic words to break
into Pieces of Arabic Words (PAWs). From right to left, a multicharacter PAW consists of one (B) character-shape followed by
zero or more (M) character-shapes and is terminated by one (E)
character-shape. A PAW that consists solely of one character
always takes the (A) character-shape.
Characters connect in Arabic via a stroke called the Kashida
[21]. Kashida are semi-horizontal strokes that often lie in the
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A EK
Printed (with explicit Kashida in gray)

B E K MKB

Blue: Beginning (B)
Green: Middle (M)
Brown: Ending (E)
Black: Alone (A)
Gray: Kashida
Overlaps

Handwritten sample
Fig. 1. Arabic printed and handwritten samples colored to distinguish their character-shapes and connection strokes called Kashida.

baseline zone of an Arabic text-line. Unlike printed text, vertical
overlaps between PAWs and characters are common in Arabic
handwriting. Fig. 1 presents some of the aforementioned features
of Arabic writing.
In this paper, we aim at the synthesis of ofﬂine Arabic handwriting for its use in improving handwritten text recognition
systems. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
discuss related work. In Section 3, we present our concatenationbased synthesis system. Our experiments and results are presented in Section 4. Finally, the conclusion is summarized in
Section 5.

2. Related work
There are top-down and bottom-up approaches for handwriting
synthesis. Top-down approaches, also referred to as movementsimulation, aim at modeling the neuromuscular actions of writing
[22–29]. Bottom-up approaches, also known as shape-simulation,
model the written samples themselves [30]. Movement-simulation
usually requires the acquisition of online data on tablets; hence,
shape-simulation approaches may be more practical for ofﬂine
data [31].
Synthesis techniques may aim at the generation or concatenation of samples. Generation techniques produce new synthesized
images at the same level of the input samples they receive;
e.g. new character samples from input character samples. Concatenation techniques, in contrast, produce output images at
higher levels than their inputs; e.g. word samples from character
samples. Generation encompasses perturbation-based, fusionbased and model-based techniques [32]. Perturbation-based techniques alter a handwritten sample using image-processing tools.
Several geometric perturbations are applied on handwritten textlines to supplement training sets of recognition systems [3,16–18].
Similarly, afﬁne transformations by Wakahara et al. [33] and local
perturbations by Keysers et al. [34] were applied for the same goal.
Fusion-based, or example-based, techniques merge few samples
into new hybrid ones. Among the works adopting fusion-based
techniques for the expansion of training sets are those of Zheng
and Doermann [32] and Viswanath et al. [35,36]. Research efforts
have been little here probably because it lacks established models.
Model-based techniques rely on signiﬁcant numbers of online
[31,37,38] or ofﬂine [39,40] samples in capturing the writing
styles. Except for perturbation-based techniques, the two other
generation techniques require shape-matching [32,35]. Hence,
perturbation-based generation techniques are easier to implement. However, their results may appear unnatural if parameters
are not calibrated carefully [3,41,42].
Concatenation operations can be performed with or without
connecting the aligned units. Alignment without connection sets
in juxtaposition character groups to form words and lines, as in
[43–46]. Direct-connection techniques connect character tails to
their heads. Arabic [47,46] and Latin [2,5,48,49] cursive text-lines
are synthesized by direct-connection. More sophisticated concatenation was achieved by connection-stroke interpolation which is

based on polynomial-models [44,45] spline-models [48,50,51] or
probabilistic-models [2,49].
For the Arabic script, shape-simulation was ﬁrst presented in
Elarian et al. [46] for ofﬂine handwritten text, where we introduced the idea of sample selection. Another work, but for online
recognition, was presented in [6,47]. Dinges et al. [52,53] generate
and concatenate Arabic character-shapes represented by Active
Shape Models. They synthesize text and modify it by afﬁne
transformations and B-Spline interpolation to obtain artiﬁcial
ofﬂine handwriting.
One major application for handwriting synthesis is to improve
OCR systems. Some researchers, e.g. [3,7,16], inject synthesized
data to improve the original results, whereas others, e.g. [2,6,47],
experiment on the synthesized data only without the original data.
Bayoudh et al. [7] experiment on online writer-dependent lowercase-character Radial Basis Function Network (RBFN) and Support
Vector Machines (SVM) recognizers. They inject 300 synthesized
versions of the 26 English characters to the training set. Their best
improvement increases the character recognition rate (CRR) by
approximately 13 percents. Helmers and Bunke [2] generate data
that performs approximately as well as collected data on an ofﬂine
HMM recognizer whereas Varga and Bunke [3,17] perturb handwritten text-lines to expand their training set and improve their
recognition rate. Saabni and El-Sana intent to ﬁnd Piece of Arabic
Word (PAW) recognition rates (PAWRR) for alternative online and
ofﬂine training sets [6,47]. They evaluate their work on a Dynamic
Time Wrapping (DTW) online recognizer [58] and adaptation of it
for ofﬂine recognition. Similarly, Miyao and Maruyama synthesize
a virtual Hiragana dataset that performs comparably to their
original dataset [4]. The robustness, speed and performance of
the recognition of online gestures are addressed in [9]. We
summarize the Related Work section in Table 1.
In our current work, we present shape-simulation synthesis by
direct concatenation and statistically-modeled connections to
synthesize handwriting samples that look natural to improve
recognition system training.

3. Synthesis of Arabic handwriting
We present an approach for synthesis of Arabic handwriting by
concatenation techniques. The approach is outlined in the block
diagram of Fig. 2. The approach takes character-shape images
classiﬁed as strictly segmented or extended characters as inputs
and concatenates them into synthesized handwriting. Important
properties of the dataset are detailed in Section 3.1.
The ﬁlled rectangles in the diagram show the four steps of the
synthesis procedure while the rounded rectangles indicate the
information needed in each step. The connection-point location
block receives character-shapes and intends to locate their
connection-points so that character-shapes can be aligned to them
when concatenated. This step can beneﬁt from contextual information about the characters gathered from the database as
discussed in Section 3.2. Then, some features are computed on
the connection parts and on the character-shapes to help selecting
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Table 1
Summary of related work with a list of abbreviations below.
Citation

Bayoudh et al.
[7]

Approach/task







Top-down
Online
Writerdependent
recognition
Lowercase
Isolated Latin
characters

Original DB




Twelve Writers
Each writing 10 versions of
the 26 lowercase letters

Original results

E 82.5% CRRb

E 93% CRR

Helmers and
Bunke [2]

Varga and
Bunke [3],
[16]












Bottom-up
Ofﬂine
Text recognition
Latin script

Bottom-up
Ofﬂine
Writerindependent
Cursive
Handwriting
recognition











Subset of the IAMc database
Total of 1190 words
From a lexicon of 37 words
Training 80%
Evaluation 20%

3899 word instances
6 writers
From a lexicon of 412 words

70.8% WRRf

33.1% WRR

Synthesized data

Synthesized
data results

Classiﬁer

Injection

E 95%
CRR

Radial basis
function network

Yes



Generation of letter 300
versions
Distortions and analogy



Image distortions

E 92.5%
CRR



On  line and Image distortions

E 94%
CRR



E 96.5%
CRR

Support vector
machines

Yes



Generation of letter 300
versions by:
Distortions and analogy



Image distortions

E 95.5
CRR



On-line and image distortions

E 95.75
CRR



Concatenation-based synthesis
of original data

65.8%
WRR

Hidden Markov
models

No



Segmented character samples

68.5%
WRR



n-tuples of characters

71.1%
WRR



5 synthesized lines added to
each original line
All distortions

Substantial
change
49%
WRR

Hidden Markov
Models

Yes



Line level geometrical
transformations

47.1%
WRR



Connected component level
geometrical transformations

38.7%
WRR



Same database synthetically
generated
Using concatenation

82%
PAWRR

Elastic matching
technique

No

In precision.
 81.16%
synthetic
 81.09%
usersynthetic

Dynamic time
warping

No





Saabni and ElSana [47]






Bottom-up
Online
Arabic
PAWrecognition




500 PAWs d
6 different writers

Saabni and ElSana [6]




Bottom-up
Online and
ofﬂine
Arabic
PAW
recognition




From 48 experts
ADAB a (online) 2200 PAWs
16 356 shapes



80.21%
precision

PAWs generated from ADAB and
experts' data




From 48 experts
IFN/ENIT (ofﬂine)



78.21%
precision

PAWs generated from IFN/ENIT and
experts' data

Bottom-up
Off-line
Character
recognition
Japanese
hiragana



E 97.5% CRR




50 samples
Using on-line afﬁne
transformation

E 97.3%
CRR

Support vector
machines

No




10 Japanese Hiragana
characters
50 writers
50 real

Top-down
Online
Gestures
Robust
increments in
training





11 Gestures
7 Writers
100 each

E 27.5% Error
rate



10 synthetic gestures for each
real learning sample

50%
Error
reduction

Evolve þ þ

Yes




Miyao and
Maruyama
[4]






Plamondon
et al. [11]

a






81% PAWRRe



ADAB: Arabic data base for on-line recognition.
CRR: character recognition rate.
c
IAM: Institut für Informatik und angewandte Mathematik (Institute of Computer Science and Applied Mathematics).
d
PAW: Piece of Arabic Word.
e
PAWRR: PAW recognition rate.
f
WRR: word recognition rate.
b




78.64%
synthetic
80.43%
usersynthetic
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Strict or
Extended Segmented
Characters

ConnectionPoint Location

Context
Information

Feature
Extraction

Sample
Selection

Width
Statistics

Requested
Text

Concatenation

Concatenation
Technique

Synthesized
Handwriting

Fig. 2. Block diagram of the steps to obtain an image dataset in ﬁlled boxes.

Fig. 3. (a) A sample paragraph of the used dataset. (b) Isolated character-shapes part of the dataset.

suitable character-shape instances for concatenation. This step is
further detailed in Section 3.3. The Sample Selection block represents the matching step where appropriate character-shape samples of the underlying text are selected for concatenation, based on
their suitability measures on features, as described in Section 3.4.
In the concatenation step, the selected samples are positioned on
an image, with or without extensions, as described in Section 3.5.
3.1. Dataset description
For a concatenation system, the acquisition of a dataset with
enough samples to synthesize the target vocabulary is essential.
For this sake, we design a dataset of 54 samples each containing
the text in Fig. 3(a) which covers all Arabic character-shapes, some
ligatures but no digits. There are databases for digits [59]. Besides,
digits always appear in their isolated form (A) and never need
concatenation.
The number of unique shapes in the paragraph is 106 out of 160
total collected shapes. Adding the eight isolated character-shapes
of Fig. 3(b), 168 distinct character and ligatures are covered by
each dataset form.
Total counts of character-shape samples range from 38 to 486.
The ‘ ’ character-shape appears in one word in the text that is
written 54 times. Moreover, it is written in a position that allows
the writer to make a ligature out of it and its successor; hence, we
discarded 16 of these appearances. The ‘ ’ character-shape is one
that appears frequently in Arabic and nine times in the database
text; hence, we have a total of 486 samples of it from all the 54
writers. These and other statistics are summarized in Table 2.
The dataset forms were ﬁlled by 54 native Arabic speakers and
scanned at a resolution of 300 dpi before the dataset was groundtruthed at the character-level. Ground-truthing encompassed
associating each pixel in an image to a label that corresponds to
the character it belongs to or to a Kashida label. Finally, noise is

Table 2
General statistics on our dataset.
Statistic
Total number of words
Total number of character-shape samples
Average number of character-shape samples
Total number of explicit Kashida extensions
Maximum number of character-shape samples with repetition (for ‘
Minimum number of character-shape samples (for ‘ ’) discarding
those that participate in ligatures

Value
2322
8799
83.8
1174
’) 486
38

ﬁltered out based on the size of connected components. The
dataset ground-truth uses a common label for components that
do not constitute parts of the characters, but that appear with
them such as remaining noise components and Kashida extensions. We extract 1174 of these by the Extraction process explained
in Section 3.5.2.
3.2. Connection-point location
Connection-point location is necessary for the feature extraction and concatenation steps. We investigate connection-point
location for two scenarios: with and without aid of ground-truth
information. The former scenario can only be used when the data
is ground-truthed to the pixel level, which is not a common case.
The latter scenario is adequate for images that result from blind
segmentation but is more prone to errors that occur in identifying
the baseline zone.
When ground-truth information is not considered, connection
points can be methodically located from character-shape images
based on their baseline zone and on the distance from the right
and left edges of their containing bounding boxes. We search for
connection points at the right side of (E) and (M) character-shapes
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and at the left side of (B) and (M) character-shapes. Examples of
(B), (M) and (E) character-shape extensions are shown in Fig. 4.
We choose connection points at character parts that are nearest
to the corresponding edges of their containing bounding boxes
and to the baseline range of the character in a special distance
measure. The distance measure doubles the vertical component of
the distance (measured from the baseline level) to favor the most
proximate to the edges. The doubling factor of the distance is
chosen based on empirical trials on our dataset. Since the baseline
cannot be accurately estimated with a single character-shape, we
receive baseline information that is computed on chunks of
characters from the dataset.
We only search for connection-points in the sides where the
characters have them, as per their (B), (M) and (E) contexts, as
depicted in the algorithm of Fig. 5.
We report error rates for our methodical connection-point
location algorithm based on 1462 ground-truthed samples with
labels for the connection parts. The average error rate of our
approach is 1.88%.

3.3. Feature for character selection
We mainly extract features from the connection-parts (Kashida
features) but also use the relative-widths of the character-shapes
as a Width feature.
Kashida features are intended to assure matching characters
within a single Piece of Arabic Word (PAW) in a smooth way. They
measure the thickness and the direction of connection-parts
within a window of N columns from the corresponding edge of
the bounding box of the character-shape image. N is chosen based
on the resolutions of the images and the average font sizes such
that features are computed on Kashidas and avoid reaching the
character bodies. In our case where the resolution is 300 dpi and
where the forms encourage normal sizes for written character
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shapes, the range of 5 to 9 pixels is found reasonable. We choose
N as 7.
The thickness at Column j is taken as the vertical distance
between the upper and the lower contours of the connection-part.
The direction is taken as the difference between the relative
middle y-co-ordinate of the connection part pixels at Column j
and the corresponding value for Column jþ1. Hence, N thickness
features and N-1 direction features can be computed per
connection-part. Kashida features are illustrated in Fig. 6(a).
The thickness and direction features at a Column j are formalized in Eqs. (1) and (2), respectively.
Thicknessj ¼ jUCDj  LCDj j

ð1Þ



Directionj ¼ UCDj þ LCDj =2  UCDj þ 1 þ LCDj þ 1 =2

ð2Þ

where the UCD and LCD stand for the Upper and Lower Contour
Directions and j denotes an arbitrary column in the image.
The width-ratio feature (Width) refers to the ratio of the width
of a character-shape sample to the average width of its class
samples. The average widths per sample are pre-computed and
stored for their use in this feature. Fig. 6(b) illustrates the effect of
the Width feature.
We compute and store all features in a 2  N sized structure.
Kashida features are stored so that the values of the right outer
pixels are matched with the values of the left inner pixels, and vise
versa, as depicted in Fig. 7.
The width-ratio features are matched separately because they
typically have smaller values than thickness. Width-ratio is multiplied by a factor before being considered in the matching. The
Kashida features are divided by the window size to cope for the N
values. N equals to 7 was found to be a reasonable choice by
encouraging a semi-standard font size in our collected forms. The
weighted matching is used to select samples of character shapes
for synthesis, as detailed in the next section.
3.4. Sample selection

Fig. 4. Correct extensions (in circles) and erroneous extension location samples
(in small rectangles) for (a) an ending character-shape, (b) a middle charactershape and (c) a beginning character-shape.

The particular samples of the character-shapes that are to
contribute to the synthesis of a given text need to be selected so
that they collaboratively pursue a ﬁtting appearance. The features
of neighboring samples are evaluated by the Manhattan (cityblock) distance measure. The collection of samples that minimizes
the sum of the measured distances is selected. When synthesizing
several versions of a Piece of Arabic Word (PAW), we assure each
selection is unique.
The search space of sample selection is affected by the number
of units (U) to be jointly selected and by the number of samples per
character-shape. The value of U represents the count of the units
needed for concatenation, whether character-shapes or Kashidas.

Fig. 5. Algorithm for connection-point location.
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W11 W21

Thickness
Magnitudes

W12

Fig. 8. Examples of (a) Extended-Glyphs connection model consisting of 4 EG units,
and (b) synthetic extensions connection model consisting of 4 units separated by
3 synthetic extensions.

W22

Direction

W1avg.

Vectors

W2avg.

Fig. 6. Illustration of (a) the features of the 7 leftmost pixels of a left connection
part and (b) the two matches based on the width-ratio feature.

Inner left
Outer left

Outer right

Inner right

Fig. 7. Comparing inner and outer features of a left and a right Kashidas.

We estimate the number of comparisons required for a selection
by Comparisons(U), the number of distance matching for a unit of
U character-shapes. In the following, let Ui be the number of
samples of the ith character-shape in the synthesized unit. Eq. (3)
estimates the search space for brute-force selection.
U

ComparisonsðU Þ ¼ ∏ U i

ð3Þ

i¼1

Brute-force search for sample selection is impractical except for
small values of U. One solution to this problem is to limit the usage
of brute-force selection to PAWs, since more than 99.5% of PAWs
consist of 5 or less character-shapes [54]. Then, the different PAWs
are linked based on the width features of their two neighboring
characters.
Another approach that avoids intractable brute-force selection
is the forward algorithm [55] that performs optimal matching for
the ﬁrst pair of the character-shapes and sequentially matches
neighboring character-shapes in a chain Eq. (4), below, represents
the number of vector comparisons for our greedy forward algorithm.
U

ComparisonsðU Þ ¼ U 1  U 2 þ ∑ U
i¼3

ð4Þ

Curtailed and broken connection parts may result in thickness
values of zero. When matching features-structures for sample
selection, the zero thickness features may undesirably match. For
this reason, we discard zero-thickness extension parts.
3.5. Concatenation
In this step, images of cursive text are composed from individual character-shape samples. This is accomplished through one of
two concatenation approaches, viz., the Extended Glyph approach
(EG) and the Synthetic-Extension approach (SE).
The aggregation of the character-shape with its Kashida in a
single unit, as illustrated in Fig. 8(a), is referred to as an extended
glyph and is the basis of the EG approach. Extended-glyphs can be of
the beginning, middle or ending shapes, denoted as (Bx), (xMx) and
(xE), respectively; where the ‘x’ preﬁx/sufﬁx indicates the presence
of a Kashida extension before/after a character-shape. The regular
expression of a multi-character PAW under this model is given by
(Bx)(xMx)n(xE), where ‘n’ indicates zero or more occurrences of
middle character-shapes before the ending character-shape.

On the other hand, SE concatenation utilizes synthesized
Kashida between character-shapes that were extracted with minimal Kashida extensions (K), as shown in Fig. 8(b). The regular
expression for SE concatenation is given by (B)(K(M))nK(E). The
search space of samples is larger in SE than in EG due to the
greater number of units in SE. Below, we discuss some issues of
the EG and the SE models.
3.5.1. Extended glyph connection model
Extended-glyphs are extracted from the dataset described in
Section 3.1. They include the character-shapes along with their
neighboring Kashida extensions. Then, the Kashida extensions are
trimmed so that they are only few (2–6) pixels out of the extended
glyph. Trimming extensions of the extended character-shape
model not only keeps the extension length natural, but also leaves
the connection point at a clean cut.
The EG model uses direct-connection, as introduced in Section 2,
to concatenate Piece of Arabic Word (PAW) and no-connection
between PAWs. Extended character-shapes are placed in juxtaposition where character-shapes within a PAW are vertically aligned so
that their extensions overlap as it was illustrated in Fig. 7.
Then, spaces are added between PAWs and words. We randomize the widths of these spaces, within speciﬁed constrains, in
order to increase the variability of the outputs. For example, if the
text to be synthesized explicitly speciﬁes a space, we insert a gap
of a size drawn from some probability distribution. These values
are selected by inspection of the original dataset.
Another type of spacing is the displacement made between
PAWs. The displacement values are selected from a certain
distribution preferably producing positive and negative values
that correspond to more gapping or probable overlapping displacements, respectively. We choose the mean and the standard
deviation values by inspecting the original dataset to mimic gaps
in real data. Clearly the distribution favors gaps over overlaps.
3.5.2. Synthetic-extension connection model
The Synthetic-Extension (SE) model uses a modeled-connection
stroke to concatenate characters in PAWs. The rest of the procedure
is similar to that of Extended-Glyph (EG). Hence, in this section, we
explain connection stroke analysis, modeling and synthesis.
A statistical model is designed to learn the shapes of Kashida in
our dataset. It analyses the features of extracted Kashidas and
estimates Probability Density Functions (PDFs) that capture their
trends. The PDFs are later used to render a Kashida. The following sections elaborate on Kashida extraction, representation and
modeling.

3.5.2.1. Kashida extraction. Kashida extensions are extracted from
the dataset (Section 3.1) based on their ground-truth labels. All
Kashida and noise components share a common label value.
Hence, to isolate Kashida from noise components, we constrain
the extracted components to be adjacent to two consecutive
characters. The labels of these neighboring characters are stored
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Fig. 9. Samples of (a) trimmed Kashida and (b) Kashida discarded based on size
(c) Kashida discarded based on the aspect ratio.

Width
Ending Thickness

UCD
Starting Thickness

LCD
Fig. 10. Kashida Width, upper contour directions (UCD) and lower contour
directions (LCD).

along with the corresponding Kashida for the later computation of
conditional statistics that depend on these characters.
To make clean edges for Kashidas, we vertically trim few pixels
from the left and right sides of them. Kashidas are also ﬁltered
based on size and aspect ratio thresholds. Fig. 9 displays samples
of trimmed and discarded Kashida.
3.5.2.2. Kashida representation. Each extracted Kashida is represented
by three sets of features: its width (Width), the directions of its upper
contour (UCD) and the directions of its lower contour (LCD). Fig. 10
shows these features. Note that we do not need to model Kashida
starting nor Kashida ending thicknesses. The starting thicknesses are
dictated by the previous character to be concatenated, and the ending
thicknesses are dictated by the synthesis process.
We show how we identify Width, UCD and LCD of our previously
extracted Kashida as in the algorithm that is listed in Fig. 11. The
Kashidas collectively contribute with more than 1000 widths and
13,000 pixel-directions (slopes) for each of the UCD and LCD. In the
next section, we discuss computing the PDFs for these features that
model Arabic Kashida under different scenarios.
3.5.2.3. PDF estimation. The probability density functions (PDFs)
for Width, UCD, and LCD of Kashida are computed for the Kashidas
as well as for subsets of the Kashida population. The Kashidas are
divided into subsets per their writers, per the characters they
emerge from, and per the characters they reach.
Two types of PDFs are estimated: Width PDFs and Contour
PDFs. Width PDFs are estimated based on bins that are eight pixels
wide. Strokes shorter than a certain threshold are ﬁltered out
during extraction; hence, the ﬁrst bin is usually under-populated.
Contour PDFs are estimated for the upper and the lower contours.
We compute upper contour PDFs (UCD-PDFs) for a whole
Kashida as well as for each of ﬁve equal portions of its UCD. We
also compute UCD-PDFs conditionally on the UCD value of the
predecessor column. Lower contour PDFs (LCD-PDFs) are also
estimated both: independently and conditionally on the corresponding UCD value.
Table 3 summarizes the Kashida PDFs and their conditional
subsets. Together, these PDFs sum to 2459 Width and contour
statistic. To represent a Kashida, we need to select a PDF from each
of the three row sets that appear between thick horizontal borders
in the table. From these, the Width, 5-Portioned UCD-PDFs and
Conditional-on-Upper LCD-PDFs (highlighted in the table) are
chosen to model and synthesize our Kashida. We discard the plain
UCD and LCD PDFs because they bear less amount of context than
conditional PDFs. The conditional UCD PDF is discarded because it
is too sensitive to noise in the Kashida UCD. This is because the
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conditional UCD makes the selection of a PDF solely conditional on
one previous pixel direction.
To choose a conditional subset of the representative classes of
PDFs, we inspected all PDFs and noticed that the “conditional on the
next character” subset captured some writing styles features. For
example, only two Width histograms were non-descending, and
when inspected, these resulted to belong to the “conditional on the
next character” subset of two characters that are often written over
a ﬂying Kashida. Other interesting notes are reported here for the
histograms of Figs. 12–14. The positive bin numbers indicate
ascending directions while the negative bin numbers indicate
descending directions, each by their indicated magnitudes.
From Fig. 12, we can see that the trend to descend in the ﬁrst
portions of a Kashida is more than it is in the last ones. Both
Figs. 13 and 14 show histograms that are conditional on UCD
values.
Fig. 13 shows that it is more probable to have a descending LCD
when the corresponding UCD is straight or descending. Similarly,
when the corresponding UCD is ascending, it is more probable to
have an ascending LCD. In all cases, a straight LCD is most
probable. This coupling between corresponding UCD and LCD
values is expected.
Fig. 14 shows that if the previous UCD is straight, it is about
4 times more probable that the next UCD will be descending than
ascending. Only when the previous UCD is ascending by a slope of
2, the current UCD is more probable to be ascending. On the other
hand, only when the previous UCD is descending by a slope of 2 it
is highly probable that the current UCD will be also descending by
the same slope. These trends can also be justiﬁed from the usual
handwriting styles; however, the main beneﬁt of the PDFs is to
quantify the trends so that they can be used as statistical models
for our Kashida synthesis that is described next.
3.5.2.4. Kashida synthesis. To synthesize a Kashida, we draw a
width value W from the Width-PDF, then, we draw W/5 UCD
values from each of the portion-PDFs of the 5-portioned UCD and
W LCD values conditional on the corresponding UCD. We impose
some constraints on the distance between each UCD and its
corresponding LCD values so that the Kashida thickness is
always within a pre-speciﬁed range. Once the contours are
selected, we ﬁll the range between them with black pixels. Two
samples are shown in Fig. 15. We use synthesized Kashidas similar
to these to concatenate strictly segmented character-shapes in the
Synthetic-Extension (SE) approach.

4. Experimental results
Synthesized images can be evaluated both subjectively and
objectively. In this section, we present some results of our handwriting synthesis system and investigate their impact on the
performance of a state-of the-art text recognizer [1]. We synthesize text as per the settings detailed in Section 4.1 and present
their recognition results in Section 4.2.
4.1. Synthesis Results
In this section, we present the settings and results of our
synthesis system. We use the dataset described in Section 3.1 as a
source of the character-shapes. The dataset contains 2322 words
where the character-shape with minimum occurrence is repeated
38 times (Table 2).
We synthesize Tunisian towns/villages names from IFN/ENIT, a
popular database of handwritten Arabic images [56]. We synthesize 721 out of the 937 names that do not contain digits; because
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Fig. 11. Algorithm Kashida features extraction.

Table 3
The computed PDFs per Kashida subsets and types along with their sizes in terms
of the Kashida width W.
Sets PDF

Statistic
per
Kashida

Proper set Subset per
previous
character-shape

Subset per
next
charactershape

Subset
per
writer

Width
UCD
Conditional
UCD
5-Portioned
UCD
LCD
Conditional
LCD

1
W
(W  1)

11
11
15

42  1
42  1
42  5

50  1
50  1
50  5

44  1
44  1
44  5

(W/5)

15

42  5

50  5

44  5

W
W

11
15

42  1
42  5

50  1
50  5

44  1
44  5

Fig. 12. 5-Portioned UCD histograms where the rightmost histogram corresponds
to the ﬁrst (rightmost) portion of a Kashida.

our source dataset does not cover digits. Table 4 displays some
statistics on the text that we synthesize.
A set of parameters affects the quality of synthesis and the time
it consumes. These parameters are shown in Table 5.
We synthesize six versions of the (possibly multi-word) names. To
synthesize unique versions of the same word, the combinations of
character shapes that form a PAW are prevented from appearing again.
Fig. 16 shows some samples of the results of our extendedglyphs (EG) and synthetic-extension (SE) synthesis along with the
printed versions of their corresponding names for comparison.

With our features, we noticed that the connections of the EG
images are smooth enough to fool the native eye. The connections
synthesized by the SE approach have relatively less natural
appearance, but they allow for more character-shape samples for
PAW sample-selection.
We show cases that represent some of our synthesis issues in
Fig. 17. The ﬁrst row shows synthesized images for city names that
contain three occurrences of the character Alef ‘ ’ (encircled in the
ﬁgure). Alef ‘ ’ can bear diacritics such as Hamza ‘ ’ and Madda
‘  ’ in some Arabic contexts. The issue of writing or omitting these
diacritics is taken lightly in informal Arabic handwriting. Hence,
the dataset contains cases where these diacritics are automatically
labeled inconsistently with the written images. In case of
‘
’, for example, a diacritic is supposed to appear on the
rightmost Alef ‘ ’ but not on the two other Alef instances.
However, this is opposite to the shown synthesized images in
both of our EG and SE samples that are illustrated in the ﬁgure.
This problem is from the dataset and can be solved by manual
correction of the labels for Alef ‘ ’ instances.
The second row of the ﬁgure shows two additional issues that
can also appear in both of our approaches. In the second row of
Fig. 17, the encircled Alef ‘ ’ in the EG sample of the word ‘
’
appears in a relatively lower position than usual. Such position is
determined based on its baseline information which is received
from the dataset. The baseline is computed on chunks of words
and hence, can be inaccurate for some character-shapes. This wellknown problem of baseline estimation is dealt with in the
literature. Fortunately, it does not have dramatic consequences
on the naturalness of our synthesized images.
Although the previous problem is not evident in the SE sample
of the same word, such sample shows another problem with the
relative height of the Yaa ‘ ’ character-shape. The encircled Yaa ‘ ’
cusp appears too high compared to the rest of the charactershapes in the word image. This occurs because we do not have
measures to assure relative height compatibility in selecting
character-shape samples as the ones we have for relative widths.
We can implement this feature in some future update of the
system.
In the third row of Fig. 17, the EG sample shows a Kashida that
might be perceived as too long (encircled). Such long/short
Kashidas can occur in EG because the algorithm selects
character-shapes for concatenation without consideration of their
respective extensions lengths. In general, this is not a problem.
This can even beneﬁt the variability of the results. The SE approach
avoids this minor issue by making the length of the Kashida rely
on a PDF that is conditional to the next character-shape.
The shown SE sample illustrates a case of an unsmooth
synthesized Kashida (encircled in the ﬁgure) caused by the
limited context (dependence on previous values) in the synthesis
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UCD ascending by a slope of 2

UCD ascending by a slope of 1

Straight UCD

UCD descending by a slope of 1

UCD descending by a slope of 2

Fig. 13. Conditional-on-UCD LCD histograms.

UCD ascending by a slope of 2

UCD ascending by a slope of 1

Straight UCD

UCD descending by a slope of 1

UCD descending by a slope of 2

Fig. 14. Conditional on previous UCD histograms.

P5

P4

P3

P2

P1

P5

P4

P3

P2

P1

Fig. 15. Synthesized Kashidas (a) with the overall upper contour PDF and (b) with
the portion-wise upper PDFs. Approximate portions are indicated above the
images.

algorithm. The same problem can be seen in the fourth sample of
the SE image, where its position is encircled.
On the other hand, the EG sample of the same word manifests
another interesting problem; which is the miss-location of the
connection-point of the Yaa ‘ ’ character-shape. The left connectionpoint of the encircled character-shape Yaa ‘ ’ is erroneously located at
the dots that come below the character. This miss-location leads to the
connection of the dots with the next character-shape instead of the

Table 4
General statistics on our synthesis test bed.
Feature

Value

Total PAWs (Pieces of Arabic Words)
Total character-shapes
Avg. number of character-shapes per town name
Maximum number of character-shapes in a town name
Avg. number of character-shapes per PAW
Maximum number of character-shapes in a PAW
Avg. number of PAWs per town name
Number of PAWs with 1 character-shape
Number of PAWs with 2 character-shapes
Number of PAWs with 3 character-shapes
Number of PAWs with 4 character-shapes
Number of PAWs with 5 character-shapes
Number of PAWs with 6 character-shapes
Number of PAWs with 7 character-shapes

1445
3847
5.34
13
2.66
7
2.00
64
709
422
174
55
19
2

character-body that appears ﬂoating above the PAW in the last row of
Fig. 17. This is because the writer has used a too long stroke below the
character body instead of the two separated dots of the charactershape Yaa.
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4.2. OCR Results
In this section, we intend to demonstrate the possibility of
beneﬁtting from the injection of synthesized data into the training
set of text recognition systems. We evaluate our system on Set ‘d’
and Set ‘e’ of the IFN/ENIT database consisting of 937 city names
[56]. We selected set ‘d’ and set ‘e’ for evaluation as it is commonly

Table 5
Setup parameters for the synthesis.
Setting

Value

Maximum number of charactershapes for brute force selection
Zero-thickness penalty
WT weight for the W/Wavg features
Intra-PAW spacing distribution
Inter-PAW spacing distribution

2

Threshold to discard short Kashida
in SE

Yes
10
Uniform between 14 and 28 pixels
Normal distribution with a mean of
5 and a standard deviation of 1.75
Shorter than 6 pixels

Printed

used by other researchers for evaluating their text recognition
systems. As we do not use any data from IFN/ENIT for training our
system, in principle, we could have used any set for evaluation.
Our text recognition system is a continuous Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) based system that was implemented using the
HMM ToolKit (HTK) [55]. A left-to-right HMM with Bakis topology
was used. Each character shape was modeled with a separate
HMM. Each character-shape HMM is modeled with the same
number of states. We extracted nine statistical features from the
word images. These features are adapted from [1,57]. We append
nine derivative features to the original features such that the
dimension of the feature vector is 18. The optimal number of states
is decided based on the evaluation results for Set ‘d’.
Our baseline system is trained on the 2322 collected word
samples from the dataset described in Section 3.1. We inject
samples of the Extended Glyph (EG) concatenation model for
one set of experiments and samples of the SE concatenation model
for another set of experiments. We experiment on incremental
numbers of injected data and summarize the results in Table 6. We
report the top 1 word recognition rates (WRR), along with the
statistical signiﬁcance at 95% conﬁdence level. In addition, we also

Extended-glyphs

Synthetic-extensions

1

2

3

4

5

6

Fig. 16. The printed text (a) along with some samples of our extended-glyphs (b) and synthetic-extension (c) synthesized images for three city names of IFN/ENIT.

Printed

Extended-glyphs

Synthetic-extensions

1

2
3
4

Fig. 17. Samples illustrating some printed city names (a) along with some bad results of their synthesis for the extended-glyphs (b) and synthetic-extensions (c) approaches.
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impact on the WRR. The relative stabilization in the WRR after six
samples can be due to lack of diversity in the synthesized city
names samples, or for reaching the limits of the implemented
features and classiﬁer.
The WRR trend with number of injected images for each city
name is graphically shown in Fig. 18.
We summarize the results of text recognition experiments in
Table 7. It can be clearly seen from the table that adding
synthesized training data to the baseline training set signiﬁcantly
improves the results for both, the EG and the SE techniques,
although SE leads to a better improvement. From the table, we can
see that the EG technique reports a WRR of 63.67%, an improvement of 9.93% whereas the SE technique reports a WRR of 70.13%,
an improvement of 16.39% over the baseline system. The trend is
the same for Set ‘d’ and Set ‘e’.
In order to make sure that the improvements are indeed due to
the concatenation of character-shapes and not solely due to simple
re-training of the same data, we conducted two more set of
experiments where we ﬁrst double the baseline training data by
adding a copy of the baseline images and then add a copy of data
that is synthesized by generation, not concatenation, from the
baseline. The results using the double number of training samples
did not show any signiﬁcant improvement over the baseline
system. In the second set of additional experiments, we did some
simple perturbations based synthesis on the original data by once
thickening, and once thinning the strokes of the training text
images. Thickening and thinning of strokes for synthesis was used
by some researchers as reported in [3]. Thus, in these experiments,
the training set consists of three sub sets; the original training
data, original training image with strokes thickened, and the
original data with strokes thinned. Using this conﬁguration signiﬁcantly improves the recognition results over the baseline
system but still the improvements are signiﬁcantly lower than
those achieved by both of our concatenation approaches; thereby
further corroborating the conclusions drawn on improvements
due to synthesized data.
In context of Table 1, we report the following: we use a bottomup approach for the synthesis of off-line Arabic handwriting
samples. We reshufﬂe the letters of 2322 words into 6 versions
of 721 other words and use these, along with the original baseline
database, to train an HMM classiﬁer. The WRR results improve
recognition by a 16.39% and 17.99% for Sets ‘d’ and ‘e’, respectively.
These conclusions are summarized in Table 8.

report the top 5, and the top 10 best results. In general, SE results
are higher than GE results due, in part, to the SE components’
variability.
We note that injecting synthesized data signiﬁcantly increases
the word recognition accuracy by about 16%. It is also noted that
injecting six different samples of the city names produces the
highest WRR at 70.13%, in which the injected samples plateaus
afterwards. Adding more samples has no statistically signiﬁcant

Table 6
Results of injecting different number of ‘SE’ synthesized samples in the original
training data in percentage.
Number of samples injected for each
of the 721 city names

Word recognition rates (WRR)
Top 1 Statistical
signiﬁcance

Baseline system
One sample
Two samples
Three samples
Four samples
Five samples
Six samples
Seven samples
Eight samples
Nine samples
Twelve samples

( 7 1.00)
( 7 0.97)
( 7 0.95)
( 7 0.94)
( 7 0.94)
( 7 0.94)
( 7 0.93)
( 7 0.93)
( 7 0.93)
( 7 0.93)
( 7 0.92)

48.52
64.51
66.76
67.86
69.00
69.18
70.13
69.82
69.29
69.74
70.58

Top 5 Top
10
64.17
78.09
81.05
81.66
82.67
82.05
82.94
82.62
82.54
82.89
84.22

67.74
81.67
84.09
84.68
85.38
84.89
85.53
85.42
85.55
85.59
87.03

WRR Trend Based on Number of Samples

WRR for Set 'd'

75
70

64.51

65

66.76 67.86

69

70.58
69.18 70.13 69.82 69.29 69.74

60
55
50

48.52

45
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

859

10

Number of injected synthesized words per the selected city names
Fig. 18. Recognition result and signiﬁcance for injecting different number of ‘SE’
synthesized samples in the original training data.

Table 7
Word Recognition Rates (WRR) for text recognition task on IFN/ENIT database in percentage.
Set ‘d’

System

Baseline system
Doubled baseline system
Baseline systemþ thickeningþ thinning
Expanded by EG synthesis
Expanded by SE synthesis
Best Improvement

Set ‘e’

Top 1

Statistical signiﬁcance

Top 5

Top 10

Top 1

Statistical signiﬁcance

Top 5

Top 10

53.74
53.82
58.02
63.67
70.13
16.39

( 71.00)
( 71.00)
( 71.00)
( 70.97)
( 70.93)
–

64.17
64.29
72.79
74.44
81.19
17.02

67.74
67.86
76.50
77.98
84.19
16.45

48.52
48.44
53.53
58.54
66.51
17.99

( 7 1.06)
( 7 1.06)
( 7 1.06)
( 7 1.05)
( 7 1.01)
–

67.31
67.30
69.96
77.65
82.94
15.63

70.35
70.29
73.80
80.67
85.53
15.18

Table 8
Word Recognition Rates (WRR) for text recognition task on IFN/ENIT database.
Task






Bottom-up
Ofﬂine
Text recognition
Arabic

Original DB

 2322 words

Original results

Synthesized data

Synthesized data results

Classiﬁer

Injection

Set ‘d’ 53.7%
Set ‘e’
48.52% WRR

6 versions of 721 IFN/ENIT city names

Set ‘d’ 70.1%
Set ‘e’66.51%
WRR

HMM

Yes
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5. Conclusion
Handwriting synthesis has gained increasing interest because of
its applications, especially in the improvement of handwriting recognition systems. We proposed two concatenation-based synthesis
approaches for Arabic: one based on character-shape glyphs with
inherent character extensions and another with synthetic extensions.
We synthesized six versions of 721 Tunisian town/village names
taken from the IFN/ENIT database. We experimented by injecting
synthesized handwriting data generated from a baseline training set
to an HMM based Arabic handwriting recognition system. Signiﬁcant
improvement in recognition performance due to our synthesis system
was observed.
In one set of experiments, our baseline system reports a word
recognition rate (WRR) of 53.74%. The Extended-Glyphs (EG) technique reports a WRR of 63.67%, an improvement of 9.93%. The Synthetic
Extension technique reports a WRR of 70.13%, an improvement of
16.39% over the baseline system and of 6.46% over the EG technique.
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